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Demand for gluten-free and specialty-diet products 
is growing at a lightning-fast pace. For example, the 
specialty-diet sector saw a 12.9% growth compared 
to 1.4% growth for all other foods in 2017 – an 
increase which resulted in $140.3 billion in retail 
and food service sales (source)! However, this 
staggering growth in the specialty-diet industry has 
catalyzed an explosion of competition. Startups are 
struggling to gain market share, while established 
brands fight to keep it.

Increasing competition isn’t the only roadblock to 
growth for products and services in this market. 
Having worked with 1000s of gluten-free and 
specialty-diet brands ranging from startups 
to multi-billion-dollar giants, we understand 
how difficult it is to reach qualified consumers 
affordably. Many marketing teams invest heavily in 
consumer shows, samples, and advertising only to 
discover they’ve spent far too much on consumers 
who don’t want or need what they offer. 

The brands that scale and become highly profitable 
are those that are able to connect with their target 
audience without breaking the bank. With smart 
marketing (and a great product, of course), they 
become household names with loyal customers 
and lifelong fans. Studying the marketing tactics 
of these highly-successful companies may provide 
the crucial insight you need to sell more of your 
own products or services. We hope you find this 
resource helpful! 

Following are seven ways industry-leading 
specialty-diet brands are reaching qualified 
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Build a Targeted Email List01

One of the most powerful marketing assets for any brand is a growing, engaged list of email 
subscribers. Even though email marketing has been around for decades, it’s stood the test of 
time as one of the most effective marketing tools in terms of conversion rates and return on 
investment. In fact, one study found that “the ROI for email marketing can be as high as 4400%.” 
(source) In other words, good email marketing can take $1 and turn it into $44. 

Additionally, email is one of the few marketing channels you actually own. Google or Facebook 
can change their algorithms overnight and disrupt your search ranking or social media reach, 
but email offers total control over the information you want to share with your audience. A good 
email marketing platform will also provide the data and metrics you need to understand your 
audience and improve your campaigns.
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Pitfalls to Avoid

The success and profitability of your email marketing is largely dependent on having 
engaged followers who are interested in what you offer. A list of 1,000 subscribers 
who regularly read your emails and need your products is worth far more than a 
list of 10,000 unengaged or unqualified contacts. Resist the temptation to focus on 
quantity over quality. 

The ease and affordability of buying an email list may be compelling—especially if 
you are a new or small brand. Think twice… or thrice… It is very likely that you will 
waste your money, annoy your recipients, hurt your reputation, or all of the above. 
Here’s a great article from Hubspot on the dangers of buying lists

We’ve spent years curating and maintaining a list of over 250,000 
gluten-free and specialty-diet consumers and influencers. Every 

person on that list opted in because they wanted to discover 
products and services like yours.

In other words, we’ve done the hard work for you! We’ll never sell 
our list (see “Pitfalls” above). Rather, we can send a strategic email 

campaign on your brand’s behalf to drive traffic to your online store, 
grow your own email list or social following, launch a product, or 

reach any other goal you have!

Getting distracted by vanity metrics. 

Buying a list. 

1

2

Maximizing Your ROI
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Build a Targeted Social Following02

Big brands are using social media for a few primary purposes.

“If Joe Neighbor likes your brand, maybe I should too! Why? Because I know Joe 
Neighbor. His daughter goes to school with mine. She has a gluten allergy just like our 
daughter.” This is the power of social proof. It uses the approval of some to inspire 
confidence in others. 

As new competitors enter the market, 
smart brands invest in maintaining top-
of-mind awareness. Social media is an 
easy, generally affordable way to stay 
in front of customers with content that 
reminds them of your commitment to 
serve customers with gluten-free and 
specialty-diet needs. 

Vanilla may be a fine flavor for ice 
cream, but it’s not a great flavor for 
your brand’s personality. Vanilla = 
average. And average gets forgotten 
when something exceptional arrives. 
Social media provides an avenue 
for your brand to craft a personality 
that fits your market. This will lead 
infrequent buyers to become loyal 
customers and lifelong fans.

To Establish Social Proof 

To Stay Top of Mind 

To Craft a Brand Personality
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Pitfalls to Avoid

Notice I didn’t say, “Build a BIG social following.” Big makes you feel good. Targeted makes 
you money. It’s easy to become focused on how many followers you have. What really 
matters is how many of those followers will ever buy your products or services. By all 
means, grow your social networks, but create content for your target audience. 

Brands that partner with the Nourished Group for an email campaign 
or consumer show often use the opportunity to promote their social 

channels. In doing this, they can quickly build a following from consumers 
in their target market.

Focusing on quantity over quality. 

Maximizing Your ROI
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Go to Industry-Specific 
Consumer Shows

03

No matter how many digital connections you create, there’s no replacement for good old-
fashioned face-to-face interaction. Many brands use consumer shows to facilitate this experience. 
Smart brands invest their energy in industry-specific consumer shows to specifically reach buyers 
in their market. 

Once at the show, successful brands use engaging displays, samples, giveaways, and great 
salespeople to maximize their results. They also use the time to forge relationships with 
influencers, other businesses, and even distributors. Industry-specific consumer shows are more 
than a chance to build awareness. They are an unparalleled opportunity to forge relationships and 
partnerships that can propel your business forward. 

Pitfalls to Avoid

Consumer shows can be a significant 
investment of time, money, and energy. So, it’s 
important to choose the right one. Make the 
most of your resources by choosing a show 
that’s focused on your target audience. It’s also 
wise to set goals for your event. Without clear 
and quantifiable goals, you’ll struggle to gauge 
your success and/or adapt for the next show.

Investing in the wrong shows.

The Nourished Group hosts the largest multi-location consumer show in the gluten-
free and specialty-diet industry. Our in-person and online  Nourished Festivals put 

you in direct contact with qualified consumers so you can build relationships, generate 
awareness, and educate your audience. And our experienced consultants are happy to 

help you create a plan to make the most of your experience. 

Maximizing Your ROI
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Run Facebook Ads or 
Google Ads

04

You’ve likely seen big brands like HelloFresh advertising on Facebook or Google. PPC (pay-
per-click) ads continue to be a powerful, popular way to increase awareness and sales. They 
are like a faucet which you can turn on and off at will—allowing you to drive traffic when and 
where you want it. If you’ve never run digital ads before, you may think it isn’t in your budget. 
But with the right strategy, paid traffic can be affordable! 

Pitfalls to Avoid
Many brands lean too heavily on paid advertising. While ads may be an important part of 
your marketing strategy, they shouldn’t be the only part. The risks of a marketing plan that 
relies too much on paid ads include:  
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By definition, paid ads only run as long you pay for them. This isn’t a problem if you 
can consistently generate a return on your investment. But the increasing cost of 
competitive keywords has slashed margins and strangled profitability for many 
brands that rely on PPC.

Facebook and Google have tight (and ever-tightening) policies and regulations. 
For this reason, it’s not difficult to commit a violation that leads to the suspension 
or termination of your account. You can appeal this decision and (maybe) get your 
account back. But if this is your only source of traffic, the disruption could be 
devastating.

The good news is that Facebook and Google ads are affordable and accessible. The 
bad news is that your competitors know this, too. As these popular advertising 
platforms increase in popularity, it becomes increasingly difficult to stand out. 

Slimmer Margins

Suspended Accounts

Saturated Space
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Earlier, I mentioned HelloFresh. This German brand has enjoyed huge success and now 
controls roughly 30% of the meal-kit market in the U.S. One of the many factors lending 
to their explosive growth is a robust marketing plan. Attending our Nourished Festivals 
has been part of their marketing strategy for several years. By going beyond digital, the 

HelloFresh team has been able to reach new consumers and build new relationships that 
help them to maintain and grow their market leadership. 

We can help your brand grow, too! By diversifying your traffic sources, you can become 
less reliant on Facebook and Google. 

Maximizing Your ROI
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Create High-Value Content05

Big brands understand the way consumers use the internet — to find quality answers to their 
important questions.

Answering these questions with well-written, informative content can position your brand 
as an authority, build a sense of reciprocity with consumers, and reinforce top-of-mind 
awareness. Additionally, good content is what Google looks for when it’s deciding who to rank 
at the top of the SERPs (search engine results pages). 

What are some kid-friendly paleo meals?”

“Do I need gluten-free makeup?”

“How do I make nut-free granola?”
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Pitfalls to Avoid

BONUS

We’ve already established that quality over quantity is key when it comes to email lists and 
social media. The same goes for the content you put on your website. You want to avoid 
poorly written and uninformed subject matter because it does little to reach your goals for 
web traffic, and it can actually turn a potential customer away from your brand. 

Also, don’t make the mistake of not tracking your analytics. Creating great content can 
be time-consuming, challenging, and expensive. You’ll want to set and measure goals to 
ensure you’re getting a strong return on your investment. 

Don’t forget to call your readers to action! For products, this may include offering a free 
sample or coupon. Include it in, below, or beside your content to generate leads and sales 
from every post! 

Imagine writing an incredible blog post that answers a burning question your target 
audience is asking. You publish it for the world to see and… crickets. The time and effort 
you put into compiling a list of the best allergen-friendly brownie recipes is wasted if no 

one sees it. 

There are a few things you can do to get eyes on your content. First, optimize your 
content for search engines. We aren’t an SEO company, but this article from Hubspot will 

set you on the right path. Second, promote the post on your social channels. Third, use 
a Nourished Group email marketing campaign to share the post with our 250,000 (and 

growing) engaged, qualified consumers. 

Maximizing Your ROI
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Leverage Influencer Marketing06

Consumers trust influencers. Big brands are leveraging this trust to generate more awareness 
and sales for their products. This is true now more than ever. In fact, 65% of brands using this 
tactic will increase their influencer marketing budget in 2020 (source). Unlike PPC, content 
created by influencers won’t get hidden by ad blockers. Their social posts aren’t susceptible to 
“banner blindness” (a term describing people’s tendency to ignore web elements that look like 
ads). And compelling content created by a trendsetting influencer can make your brand a hot 
topic among qualified buyers.

Pitfalls to Avoid
One of the biggest mistakes we see is brands 
choosing an influencer whose audience doesn’t 
match their own. Your dollars are best spent 
when you choose influencers who speak 
directly to the people you’re targeting. It’s also 
important to set goals and expectations for 
your partners that have quantifiable results so 
you can clearly see if and how your efforts are 
successful.

One of the biggest benefits of attending a Nourished Festival online or in-person is 
the opportunity to meet influencers who are known and trusted in the specialty-diet 

industry. Partnering with these influencers gives you direct access to their audience. And 
if you can’t make it to the festival, we have a large group of targeted influencers in our 

database that we’d be happy to connect you with. 

Maximizing Your ROI
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Give Something Away07
Much has changed in the world of marketing. But one thing remains true: people love free stuff. 
When introducing a new product or reaching out to a new audience, many consumer product 
brands use samples, coupons, and promotions to jumpstart a relationship. If you haven’t tried 
some or any of these tactics, consider the benefits:

Buying a new product (especially from an unfamiliar brand) requires a consumer to 
take a chance on you. Samples eliminate risk-taking and make purchasing easier. 

Similar to samples, coupons target 
risk-averse consumers by lowering the 
commitment level. The added benefit 
of coupons is that buyers get more time 
to experience, see, taste, or feel your 
product.

There are many ways to structure 
a promotion, but the most popular 
model is providing a chance to win in 
exchange for an email address. Done 
properly, this can help you build a 
large list of contacts at a relatively low 
cost. 

Samples remove risk aversion by offering no commitment. 

Coupons reduce risk aversion 
by offering low commitment. 

Promotions build your 
database by offering 
something valuable. 

1

2

3
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Whether it’s a sample or a coupon, giving something to your audience helps to foster 
relationships with them, expand their knowledge about what you’re offering, and inspire their 
loyalty. Additionally, giving something away encourages people to give back to you. “Reciprocity 
is a very, very strong instinct,” Dan Ariely, a behavioral economist at Duke University, tells 
The Atlantic. “If somebody does something for you, you really feel a rather surprisingly strong 
obligation to do something back for them.” By extending some generosity, you can encourage 
repeat customers and more new product sales.

Pitfalls to Avoid

While traditional sampling methods are a great way for testing new products and collecting 
feedback, it’s important to steer away (as much as possible) from giving samples to people who 
only want a freebie. These people aren’t typically interested in your product, which means you 
lose touch with them as soon as they walk away from you. 

Overuse of coupons can devalue your product and make it difficult for customers to pay full 
price. This is a delicate and important balancing act.

Similar to samples, promotions can generate a lot of interaction from consumers who aren’t 
actually interested in your product. One simple way to prevent this is to offer a promotion that 
would only interest people in your target audience. Everyone wants a free iPad. Not everyone 
wants a 200-page gluten-free dessert recipe book. 

Samples: 

Coupons:

Promotions: 

Samples, coupons, and promotions go much further when you offer them to the right 
audience. We can help you get in front of the right audience at a Nourished Festival 

(in-person or online) or through an email campaign to our growing list of over 250,000 
qualified consumers. 

Maximizing Your ROI
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Ready to grow your 
audience and sales?
Similar to samples, promotions can generate a lot of interaction from 
consumers who aren’t actually interested in your product. One simple way 
to prevent this is to offer a promotion that would only interest people in 
your target audience. Everyone wants a free iPad. Not everyone wants a 
200-page gluten-free dessert recipe book. 

Contact us today to set up a consultation! 
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